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New VLF version 
 
A new version of the Visual LANSA Framework is now available (EPC793). This section 
outlines new features in EPC793 version of the Framework. 
 

A. Performance 
The start-up times for Framework applications have been substantially improved in this 
version. 
 

GZIP compression for web applications on System i Apache 
HTTP Servers 
Framework web applications now optionally support GZIP (GZ) industry standard 
compression. 
Using this option is strongly recommended because it can dramatically improve the start up 
times of Framework web browser applications. Please see Using GZIP File Compression for 
more details about how to set up this option and start using it. 
 
 

Faster Framework web start-up times including RAMP 
In addition to GZIP support, the HTML and JavaScript files that are generated for Framework 
Web applications have been significantly changed.  
By using an ‘unrolling’ technique for your Framework definition, the start up times for 
Framework web applications have been further significantly reduced. As a result of these 
changes the XML file that defines a Framework no longer needs to be deployed to end-user 
environments.     
 
 

Faster Framework Windows start-up times including RAMP 
Framework Windows applications now use a new property optimization technique that has 
reduced the start up times for applications using the end-user entry points UF_EXEC and 
UF_ADMIN (or equivalent).  
Generally, deployed Framework windows applications should start up faster than before.  
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Improved Framework web application instance list performance 
Instance list handling in Framework web applications has been revised, resulting in 
significantly better instance list performance. 
 
 

The Preload Framework Images option has been removed 
The Framework web application option ‘Preload Framework Images’ has been removed. 
While using this option visually improved a first time Framework users’ experience, it was 
found that subsequent Framework usage may be actually slower when using this option 
because of the way that Internet Explorer manages image caching.  
 
Now first time users (or users using the Framework after the IE file cache has been cleared) 
may experience a slight delay and visual disruptions while images are (re)loaded from the 
server. Subsequent usage, where images are in the IE file cache, will benefit. You can 
improve this situation even further by implementing configuration settings on your HTTP 
server so that browser checking for updated images is not performed when an image 
already exists in your browser cache.  
 
In a System i Apache web server configuration, this is done in the Expires Header of the Http 
Responses section as shown in this picture. In this example any .gif files would be version 
checked every 6 months of the file being accessed:  

Note that there is a difference between the caching of the image and the version checking. 
Browsers would usually reuse the cached image. However, they would still compare the date 
time stamp of the cached image with the server's one. It is this operation that is suppressed 
for the specified period of time according to this setting. 
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However, the changes made to accomplish this mean that: 
 

1. You Need to Regenerate Your Web Browser and Javascript 
Files  
The main HTML and JavaScript files used for web browser based applications has been 
changed.  
You will need to (re)generate these before attempting to execute any existing web browser 
based Framework. To do this open your Framework as a designer, make a dummy change 
to it, then save it again and upload the resulting HTML and JavaScript files to your web 
server.  
Where you have a deployed application you need to regenerate your deployed Framework 
HTML and JavaScript files and deploy them ready for installation at the same time as you 
upgrade your deployed VLF environment.  
 
 

2. The Web Browser Application Load Window has Changed  
If you use the “Load Window” that appears when a web browser application is starting over 
the internet you may need to specify a height and width for the updated version of the load 
window.   
The existing property “Web Load Style” has been removed and replaced by individual 
window height and width fields. See Load Wait Window Height and Load Wait Window 
Width. If you have tailored the load window look and feel you may have to set these values 
in your Framework before redeploying your application. 
 
 
 

B. More Flexible Framework Locking 
 

New PROGRAM_EXIT option for Framework locking 
The Framework locking facility has a new option PROGRAM_EXIT. It is identical to the 
existing PROGRAM option except that it allows the user to exit/close down the Framework 
without releasing the lock.  
See Framework Locking Service to Handle Unsaved Changes. 
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C. Instance Lists 
 

Improved Framework Windows instance list handling 
In Framework Windows applications instance list handling has been improved. It is now 
possibly to dynamically update, insert and delete entries in instance list visualized as tree 
views without refreshing the entire tree. Refer to the updated documentation for more details 
of all the new options.  
  
 

Improved documentation for instance list processing and 
options 
New sections on instance list processing have been added: 

• Advanced Instance List Processing shows possible techniques for the centralized 
handling of instance lists operations using a Scope(*Application) reusable VL part 
and methods for delegating common tasks to a shared VL reusable component. 

• Updating and Deleting Instance List Entries and Physical Instance Lists sections 
describe how to dynamically update, insert and delete entries in instance list 
visualized as tree views without refreshing the entire tree. 

• Instance Lists with Different Types of Objects contains more detailed information 
about creating parent-child instance lists. 

 
 
If you are using the shipped instance list handler DFRELB1 or DFREL01 to handle 
hierarchical instance lists, you need to recompile them. 
 
 
 

D. Interface Improvements 
 

New Show in Menu when Disabled option 
This new option allows you to indicate whether a disabled command should show (or not) on 
command menus. 
 
By setting this option off, the cluttering of menus with disabled commands can be reduced. 
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New method #Com_Owner.avShowMessages  
Filters and command handlers in Framework Windows applications can now 
programmatically cause the current set of messages to be displayed by invoking the 
#Com_Owner.avShowMessages method.  
It acts exactly as if the user had clicked the Messages button on the status bar. Framework 
web applications have always been able to do this. 
 
Example of Showing Messages 
 
Show the current set of messages: 
Windows 
Invoke Method(#Com_Owner.avShowMessages) 
  
Browser 
Use Builtin(VF_SET) With_Args(AVSHOWMESSAGES TRUE) 
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Using CheckNumeric to validate 
the number fields in a WAM 
 
When creating a WAM with numeric entry fields, it is possible that the user will try to enter in 
a value that is either too large for the field, or not a valid number. By using the 
CheckNumeric option, LANSA will validate and truncate (as necessary) any data input by the 
user with Javascript error checking. 
 

How to use CheckNumeric 
CheckNumeric is an option that must be enabled for the entire WAM, so the option exists in 
the WAM definition in Visual LANSA. If you Open the WAM in the editor it will be in the 
details tab as seen below. It is also possible to add this by adding Checknumeric(YES) to the 
Begin_Com of the WAM. 
 

 

 

It is not necessary to regenerate the XSL after making this change. 
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How it works 
At runtime the value will be checked when you tab out of the field. If the entered value does 
not match the field definition then a warning message will pop up and the field will be 
automatically truncated. 
 

 
 
If you want to disable the message box but leave the truncating functionality, it is possible to 
comment out the ALERT statement in function _isValidNumber in Std_Script.js. 
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MQSeries: Message and 
Correlation ID does not contain 
valid EBCDIC characters 
 
When using MQSeries programs, the Message and Correlation ID's are not displayed in the 
correct format.  Passing the Message ID and Correlation ID's as XML as a <tag> produces 
an error similar to: 
"XMLHelper: parser fatal error : An invalid XML character (Unicode: 0x16) was found 
in the value of attribute "value" and element is "rdml:field"." 
 

Solution 
When you use the MQSeries BIF's or programs the message id and correlation id returned 
from the API call are 24 bytes. 
JSMMID Message Id - CHAR 24 
JSMCID Correlation Id - CHAR 24 
 
These id's are just a sequence of bits and are not valid characters. 
 
The documentation states that: 
"When the LANSA function or RPG program receives the Message Id and Correlation Id, do 
not send these values across to the loaded JSM service, because they do not contain valid 
EBCDIC characters." 
 
If you need to store these message id's or send them in an XML message, then you should 
convert them to a string representation. 
 
For example, use the BINTOHEX BIF to convert the binary data into hex characters. 
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Copied packages are built 
into the wrong location 
 

You must quit and restart deployment tool after copying a 
package from one application to another 
There is currently an issue in the deployment tool with the copy process if you copy a 
package from one application to another. This affects both version 10 and version 11.3 
If you try to build the copied package (i.e. the new one), it will build it correctly, however the 
actual package files will be placed in the old application directory. 
This can cause issues if the copied package has the same name as the source package, as 
it will overwrite the source package. 
 
 

Workaround 
To avoid this, you should restart the deployment tool before attempting to build the copied 
package. Once the deployment tool has been restarted it will build the package in the correct 
location.   
If you have already built the package and the package files have been built into the old 
application directory, you should remove the package files from the old application directory 
first. Once they have been removed (and Deployment Tool restarted), you can build the 
package again.   
This issue is scheduled for correction, Contact your local LANSA distributor for the latest 
updates.  
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How to disable F1 help in the 
Visual LANSA Framework  
 

The F1 key is commonly used as "HELP" in any windows application (including all VISUAL 
LANSA applications and Visual LANSA Framework applications) and not normally used for 
any other purpose. 
 
In V11 CU3 Visual LANSA (or VLF) applications there is a way to disable (or capture) F1. 
This example demonstrates how to disable the F1=Help key in the Framework. 
This approach can be applied to ANY Visual LANSA applications: 
This is a customized copy of the shipped user entry point, UF_EXEC, that demonstrates how 
to disable F1 in the Framework. 
 
Key changes to the standard shipped example are indicated in red. 
To try this example, create a form with a name different to UF_EXEC and paste in the 
following code. 
 
See the notes at the end of this code for more information about creating customized entry 
points in the Framework. 

 

*============================================================================= 
*  
* Component : XX_EXEC 
* Type : Form 
* Ancestor : VF_AC006 
* 
* ============================================================================= 
* 
* PLEASE NOTE: This component is a COPY of the shipped version. 
* You may choose to modify it. Refer 
* to the end of this component for more details about making your 
* own version of this component. 
* 
Function Options(*DIRECT)  
BEGIN_COM ROLE(*EXTENDS #VF_AC006 *implements #Prim_App.IHelpHandler) 
CLIENTWIDTH(771) LEFT(153) TOP(32) WIDTH(779) 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(*ANCESTOR) NAME(#BROWSER) WIDTH(247) 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(*ANCESTOR) NAME(#COMMANDHANDLER) WIDTH(578) 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(*ANCESTOR) NAME(#COMMAND_PANEL) WIDTH(578) 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(*ANCESTOR) NAME(#INTRO) WIDTH(578) 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(*ANCESTOR) NAME(#INTRO_PANEL) WIDTH(578) 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(*ANCESTOR) NAME(#RIGHT_PANEL) WIDTH(578) 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(*ANCESTOR) NAME(#SELECT_PANEL) WIDTH(247) 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(*ANCESTOR) NAME(#TOP_PANEL) WIDTH(578) 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(*ANCESTOR) NAME(#WORK_PANEL) WIDTH(578) 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(*ANCESTOR) NAME(#STATUS) LEFT(239) 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(*ANCESTOR) NAME(#TOOLBAR) WIDTH(767) 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(*ANCESTOR) NAME(#IDENT_PANEL) WIDTH(767) 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(*ANCESTOR) NAME(#MAIN_PANEL) WIDTH(767) 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(*ANCESTOR) NAME(#IDENT_BUTTON) LEFT(746) 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(*ANCESTOR) NAME(#CURRENT_OBJECT) WIDTH(467) 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(*ANCESTOR) NAME(#APPLICATION) WIDTH(185) 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(*ANCESTOR) NAME(#LEFT_PANEL) WIDTH(185) 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(*ANCESTOR) NAME(#STATUS_BAR) WIDTH(771) 
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DEFINE_COM CLASS(*ANCESTOR) NAME(#MiniFilter) WIDTH(467) 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(*ANCESTOR) NAME(#Right_panel_Main) LEFT(189) WIDTH(578) 
 
* ============================================================================= 
* Method Routines 
* ============================================================================= 
 
MthRoutine uInitializeFramework Options(*Redefine) 
 
* Set up for end user mode 
 
Set #Com_Owner uDesignMode(FALSE) 
Set #Com_Owner uAdminMode(FALSE) 
 
* Set to start up image name 
 
Set #Com_Owner uStartupImage(#uf_im001) 
 
* Nominate the XML file containing the framework design 
 
Set #Com_Owner uSystemXMLFile('vf_sy001_system.xml') 
uSystemXMLChoice('vf_sy001_system_choice') 
 
EndRoutine 
 
Mthroutine Name(ProcessHelpRequest) Options(*Redefine) 
* Define_Map For(*input) Class(#prim_objt) Name(#Requestor) Pass(*by_reference) 
* Define_Map For(*input) Class(#prim_alph) Name(#Tag) 
* Define_Map For(*input) Class(#prim_boln) Name(#Handled) 
 
**************************************************************************** 
* Add logic here to determine if F1 is ignored or not. 
**************************************************************************** 
 
* If Handled is true this will stop the help request going to the normal VL help facility. 
 
Set Com(#Handled) Value(True) 
 
Endroutine 
 
* ============================================================================= 
* MAKING YOUR OWN VERSION OF THIS COMPONENT 
* ============================================================================= 
* 
* It is recommended that you always create three entry points for your 
* framework: 
* 
* -> one for the designer and developers (like the shipped UF_DESGN) 
* -> one for an end user administrator (like the shipped UF_ADMIN) 
* -> one for normal application end users (like the shipped UF_EXEC). 
* 
* To create your own entry points do the following: 
* 
* -> Create a VL form with your chosen entry point name (eg: MYDESGN). 
* 
* -> Copy the code from UF_DESGN, UF_ADMIN or UF_EXEC (as required) into 
* your new form. Initially this will cause errors to be displayed. 
* 
* -> Change the ancestor of your new form to VF_AC006. 
* 
* -> The copied code should contain a method routine that will 
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* look like this: 
* 
* MthRoutine uInitializeFramework Options(*Redefine) 
* Set #Com_Owner uDesignMode(FALSE) 
* Set #Com_Owner uAdminMode(FALSE) 
* Set #Com_Owner uStartupImage(#uf_im001) 
* Set #Com_Owner uSystemXMLFile('vf_sy001_system.xml') 
* EndRoutine 
* 
* This code defines whether this entry point should allow application 
* design (uDesignMode), whether the administration of users and servers 
* should be allowed (uAdminMode). It also defines what the startup bitmap 
* to be shown is (uStartUpImage) and the name of the XML file containing 
* the framework design. 
* 
* -> Change these properties as desired and then compile and test your 
* entry point. You should not make any other changes to the logic 
* in your entry point. 
*  
* -> Optionally include a uSystemXMLChoice file name to allow the user to 
* select which framework should be opened from a list contained in the 
* specified file. 
* 
* -> In design mode entry points only, optionally add the uSystemXMLSaveAs 
* property to indicate the designer can save the framework XML file with a 
* different name. 
* 
* -> If you enroll a bitmap into the LANSA repository, say, your company 
* logo under the name #MYLOGO then changing the line: 
* 
* Set #Com_Owner uStartupImage(#uf_im001) 
* 
* to: 
* 
* Set #Com_Owner uStartupImage(#MYLOGO) 
* 
* will cause your logo to be presented while the framework is starting. 
* 
* -> UF_DESGN, UF_ADMIN and UF_EXEC are designed to act as framework entry 
* points only. You should not try to use UF_DESGN, UF_ADMIN and UF_EXEC 
* (or any copied version of them) inside any framework in any way. 
* 
 
End_Com 
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JSMDirect Transaction 
did not complete 
 
Running a JSMDIRECT application, and error "JSMDIRECT Transaction did not complete" is 
produced. 
 

Troubleshooting Steps 
The above error may result for various reasons.  Listing below are some common reasons 
which generally cause this error. 
 

1. Has the JSM server been started along with the associated subsystem? 
Make sure the JSM server has fully started and not in the process of being started. 
Usually you might need to wait for about 60 seconds for the JSM server to be active 
and ready to listen to requests. This error can be generated if you have launched the 
start of JSM and straight away attempt to run requests.  
   

2. The JSM Server is started and it ends straight away – Most common cause of this is 
when the JSM tries to start TCP port which is already in use. Check the TCP port 
used in the manager.properties. In most cases the default port 4560 is already used 
by another JSM server on the same machine. 
   

3. Run the JSM About. Does it return the about information? To display the JSMDirect 
version number, invoke the program with no arguments. An HTML About page will be 
returned.  
http://mycompany/cgi-bin/jsmdirect? (iSeries) 
http://mycompany/cgi-bin/jsmdirect.exe? (Windows) 
   

4. Using JSMDirect, a LANSA function can be invoked as follows: 
http://mycompany/cgi-bin/jsmdirect?appname 
There needs to be an entry for “appname” in DC@W29.  
Try a dummy service call 
http://mycompany/cgi-bin/jsmdirect?dummy 
There should be a message produced in the QAHTTPSERVER job for the Instance 
used saying that the service does not exist.  
If you do not get any message then the most likely cause is that the required exit 
programs are not compiled. You will need to check and correct the libraries of the 
following source programs and then compile it 
JSMLSAEXT 
JSMDRTEXT 
 
If the JSMDIRECT is calling a 3GL then the JSMLSAEXT program must be compiled. 
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5. Make sure the JOBD is correct. I.e. use a JOBD that has the required JSM library 
and the LANSA libraries. To check what libraries are used at runtime, check  the 
HTTPSVR job that has just run (use option 5), then view the library list used (option 
13). 
 
QHTTPSVR  
MYHTTPSVR QTMHHTTP BCI .0 PGM-QZSRCGI 
 
If the required libraries are not used then it is a library list issue. 
 
Make sure the JOBD specified in the STRJSM source file has the correct libraries. 
Also check the JSMDRTEXT source file to make sure the correct LANSA libraries are 
used. By default it is set to DC@PGMLIB. The latest versions of Integrator update 
this dynamically. But you may still need to compile this program. 
   

6. No Data returned from the Service "MYSERVICE" 
If you receive the above error in the HTTP Server Job, then this implies that 
JSMDIRECT has reached as far as the Integrator Service function/program and an 
error in the service function has occurred to cause no data to be returned to the 
client.  You should enable JSM tracing (as outlined in the LANSA Integrator 
documentation) to see if some  exception has occurred within the service 
function/program to cause no data to be returned to the client.  
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Layout changes by the FLA (Form 
Layout Assistant) can be reverted 
back to a previous version 
 
The Visual LANSA Framework has a tool called the FLA (ie. Form Layout Assistant).  This 
can be used to alter the appearance of Visual LANSA Framework Filters or Command 
Handlers.  This tool interactively changes field sizes, locations, colors, text alignments as 
well as to format Fast Parts and browselists. 
You can use this to alter the appearance of webevent Web applications in just few options 
and clicks. 
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All layout changes with the FLA are stored in JavaScript files on the Web server images 
directory (the option to control where file VLF_FLA_<function>.JS files are stored can be 
found on the Web Details Framework property tab. See the option Keep Form Layout 
Assistant (FLA) files in partition subdirectories in the Visual LANSA Framework guide for 
more details). 

 

Can I revert back to previous version of my layout changes? 

Yes. Every time you save some layout changes, the existing VLF_FLA_<function>.JS is 
copied it to a file named: 

VLF_FLA_SAVED_VERSION_<function>_UTC_<stamp>.js  where <stamp> is formatted as 
YYYYMMDDHHMMSSMMM in UTC time. 

You can delete the version that you do not wish to use and revert back to the previous 
layout. 

The VLF_FLA_SAVED_VERSION_* files form a change history of your layout changes. You 
should periodically delete old versions that are no longer required. 

To revert to an earlier version of your layout changes: 

� Exit from your Framework application. 

� Locate the VLF_FLA_SAVED_VERSION_*.js file that reflects the version of your 
changes you wish to revert to. 

� Locate and delete the current VLF_FLA_<function>.JS file. 

� Copy the VLF_FLA_SAVED_VERSION_*.js file to create a new version of the file 
named VLF_FLA_<function>.JS. 

� Start the Framework again. 

 

Can I delete my layout changes? 

Yes. To delete your layout changes, locate the desired VLF_FLA_<function>.JS file in your 
LANSA for the Web images directory and delete it. 
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Get CCSID and other attributes 
related to the current JOB 
 
The following is an approach to retrieve your iSeries Job related attributes.  This is 
recommended if you are not sure what attributes the job is running with. 
In this case the CL program is designed to return the job CCSID, but could be extended to 
return other job information. 
 
 

LANSA FUNCTION 
====================================================== 
FUNCTION OPTIONS(*DIRECT) 
DEFINE FIELD(#ATTRIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LENGTH(10) 
DEFINE FIELD(#VALUE) TYPE(*DEC) LENGTH(5) DECIMALS(0) 
CHANGE FIELD(#ATTRIB) TO(CCSID) 
CALL PGM(RTVJOBA) PARM(#ATTRIB #VALUE) NUM_LEN(*DEFINED) 
DISPLAY FIELDS((#VALUE)) 
====================================================== 
 
 

CL PGM 
====================================================== 
/* Program Name: RTVJOBA */ 
/* Program Description: RETRIEVE JOB ATTRIBUTE */ 
/* Author Name: DOUG Date Written: 19/9/2006 */ 
/* Modification History: */ 
/* Date: Programmer Details of */ 
/* DD/MM/YY Initials Modifications */ 
/* */ 
/********************************************************************/ 
/* */ 
RTVJOBA: PGM PARM(&ATTRIB &VALUE)  
 
/* Declarations: */ 
DCL VAR(&ATTRIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10)  
DCL VAR(&VALUE) TYPE(*DEC) LEN(5 0)  
/* Mainline: */ 
IF COND(&ATTRIB *EQ CCSID) THEN(RTVJOBA +  
CCSID(&VALUE))  
 
====================================================== 
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EPC790 Highlights 
 

EPC790 delivers enhancements and corrections for Visual LANSA, LANSA for iSeries, 
LANSA for the Web, LANSA Client and the Visual LANSA Framework. 

 

The significant benefits to be achieved by applying EPC790 are: 

1. WAMs :  

� It is now possible to generate the XSL for a single webroutine of a WAM. Use 
the right click menu to invoke the XSL generation. WAM developers should 
find this enhancement improves productivity.  

� The stability and reliability in the XSL Editor has been improved.  

� A new weblet (std_largelist) now supports very large lists (either XHTML or 
CSV). This weblet is recommended for report-like lists where there is no need 
to visualize columns with Web widgets (controls) and the fields are output-
only. You will need EPC792 applied to the Web Administrator and EPC791 
applied to the LANSA for the Web IIS Plugin before you can use the 
std_largelist weblet.  

� The performance for various types of deployed WAM applications, especially 
for complex WAMs, has been improved.  

� The XSL editor Options dialogue now includes validation of entered values. 
Some users had mistakenly entered invalid values which caused 
unpredictable results during development (e.g. retrieving icons and images). 
The Options dialogue now makes its best attempt to connect to the 
nominated URL and ports at the time of update and when the XSL Editor is 
invoked.  

� EPCs and other upgrades will now automatically invoke changed imports. All 
system wide imports will be done e.g. BIFs, commands, Technology Services. 
A new dialogue will be presented during this EPC install requesting that you 
nominate the Web enabled RDMLX partitions to receive the changed 
Weblets. This enhancement ensures that Web partitions will never be using 
old versions of Weblets and Technology Services again.  

� Internet Explorer V7.0 is now supported by the LANSA XSL editor.  

� Various issues associated with the XSL Editor and with Web and WAM 
execution have been addressed.  
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2. Visual LANSA :  

� The performance of RDMLX applications has been improved, in some cases, 
substantially.  
Many Visual LANSA applications running on iSeries will perform significantly 
faster after applying EPC790. Although there will be benefits for RDMLX 
applications running on Windows, the improvements on this platform will not 
be as dramatic. The amount of improvement available to Visual LANSA 
applications will depend on the processing they perform. The major 
improvements are in the handling of packed and integer field types (which 
affects common operations like maths processing and comparisons). 
Therefore, applications that use such commands as Change, Assign, If, 
DoWhile, DoUntil, Loc_Entry, etc. should experience improvements especially 
where these commands are executed repeatedly (as in a loop situation).  

� Importing times for medium to large imports has been reduced. For example, 
importing time for the Visual LANSA Framework should be reduced after 
applying EPC790. Deployment of LANSA developed applications will also 
benefit.  

� Installation of changed system imports is now handled automatically. 
Removes the obligation from the user to complete this step to ensure all 
definitions are up-to-date.  

� Various issues associated with deployed Visual LANSA applications and the 
Visual LANSA Framework have been addressed.  

3. Server side support for LANSA Client V11.3 has been completed. EPC790 will be 
listed as the pre-requisite for LANSA Client V11.3 when it is released.  
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Google Maps in your VLF 
(Thanks to Theo de Bruin from LANSA Amsterdam) 

 
The latest VLF version has a LANSA Chicago Location business object to activate the 
Google Maps web site. It shows the location of the LANSA Chicago office. 

 
 
The business object command for this activates the default RUP to show a web page 
(DF_WEBBR) with Alpha Argument 1 filled with: 
http://maps.google.com/maps?q=LANSA+Chicago&ll=41.844181,-
87.953968&spn=0.020957,0.037834&t=h&num=10&start=0&hl=en 
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We changed the demo system a little bit to dynamically activate the Google Maps site after a 
selection in the VLF instance list. When you select an employee now in the instance list, the 
total address information is used to show the address in a Google Map command. 
 
To create something like this, change the VLF demo system as follows: 
 

1. Change filter DF_FILT1 (add the fields #Address2 and #Address3): 
  

 SELECT command 

Select Fields(#EMPNO #GIVENAME #SURNAME #DEPTMENT #SECTION #ADDRESS1 
#PHONEHME #POSTCODE #ADDRESS2 #ADDRESS3) From_File(PSLMST2) 
With_Key(#SURNAME) Generic(*YES) 
 

 AddtoList method  
Invoke Method(#avListManager.AddtoList) Visualid1(#Empno) Visualid2(#FullName) 
Akey1(#Deptment) Akey2(#Section) Akey3(#Empno) AColumn1(#Phonehme) 
AColumn2(#Address1) nColumn1(#PostCode) AColumn3(#Address2) 
AColumn4(#Address3) 
  

Add the two fields to the instance list of the business object Employees: 
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2. Create a new Reusable Part called DF_DET99. Copy/paste source below into it and 
compile the RUP. 

 
* 
==============================================================================
== 
* Type            : COMMAND HANDLER 
* Ancestor        : VF_AC010 
* Written By      : V11SECOFR 17th NOVEMBER 2006  at 11:18:07 
* Copyright       : (C) Copyright 
* Framework       : LANSA Demo Framework 
* Application     : Demo Application 
* Business Object : Employees 
* Command Handler : Google Maps 
* 
==============================================================================
== 
Function Options(*DIRECT) 
BEGIN_COM ROLE(*EXTENDS #VF_AC010) HEIGHT(179) HINT(*MTXTDF_DET1) 
LAYOUTMANAGER(#ATLM_1) WIDTH(618) 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(#PRIM_ATLM) NAME(#ATLM_1) 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(#PRIM_ATLI) NAME(#ATLI_1) ATTACHMENT(Center) 
MANAGE(#VA_WEBCTL) PARENT(#ATLM_1) 
 
DEFINE_COM CLASS(#VA_WEBCTL.WebBrowser) NAME(#VA_WEBCTL) DISPLAYPOSITION(1) 
HEIGHT(179) LEFT(0) PARENT(#COM_OWNER) TABPOSITION(1) TOP(0) WIDTH(618) 
* 
==============================================================================
== 
* Method Definitions 
* 
==============================================================================
== 
 
MTHROUTINE Name(uExecute) Options(*REDEFINE) 
* The return code field and testing condition 
DEFINE Field(#RetCod) Reffld(#IO$STS) 
DEF_COND Name(*RetOkay) Cond('#RetCod = OK') 
* Do any execution logic defined in the ancestor INVOKE Method(#Com_Ancestor.uExecute) 
* Get details of the current instance 
INVOKE Method(#avListManager.GetCurrentInstance) FOUND(#RetCod) AKEY1(#EMPNO) 
AColumn2(#Address1) nColumn1(#PostCode) AColumn3(#Address2) AColumn4(#Address3) 
* Build URL suffix using #ADDRESS1 #ADDRESS2 #ADDRESS3. 
#std_textl := #ADDRESS1.trim + ' ' + #POSTCODE.asstring + ' ' + #ADDRESS2.trim + ' ' + 
#ADDRESS3.trim 
* Navigate to the location to show map. 
INVOKE Method(#VA_WEBCTL.Navigate) URL('http://local.google.com/local?f=q&hl=en&q=' + 
#std_textl +'&om=0') 
ENDROUTINE 
 
* -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* Handle Initialization 
* -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mthroutine Name(uInitialize) Options(*REDEFINE) 
* Do any initialization defined in the ancestor 
Invoke #Com_Ancestor.uInitialize 
Endroutine 
 
* -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* Handle Termination 
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* -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mthroutine Name(uTerminate) Options(*REDEFINE) 
* Do any termination defined in the ancestor 
Invoke #Com_Ancestor.uTerminate 
Endroutine 
 
End_Com 

 
 

3. Create a new command called GoogleMaps (Instance command) and connect your 
RUP DF_DET99 to it. 
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4. Restart your Framework and test the new functionality. 
 

 


